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FLORIDA MAN SAYS
I am a kid from the Jacksonville area, so Duval — or Duuuuuval — as we call it, will
always have a special place in my heart.
Democrats haven't won Duval County in a Presidential year since 1976, but the county has
been trending more Democratic over the last few cycles. In 2018, Democrats carried the
county in three statewide races, and as of today, Joe Biden appears to be in position to
be the first Democrat to win Duval in 44 years. Why?
Democrats are voting. Already in the county, 59% of Democrats who voted in the record
turnout mid-term cycle have already voted - and Democrats are leading both in-person early
voting and vote by mail returns. In fact, Democrats who hold a 6% advantage among
registered voters in Duval County, they currently hold a 12% advantage among those who
have voted. In other words - Duval Democrats are doing the opposite of the Jacksonville
Jaguars - they are in fact winning. #DUUUUUVAL

ELECTION PROGRESS
This section tracks the ongoing vote count as a share of the total potential vote. We break
down votes cast by party affiliation and by the percentage of the overall vote they
represent.
Source:Florida Secretary of State Data

How many people have
voted in Florida?

How many registered voters have yet to vote?
*Hawkfish estimate of registered voters

Total Votes Cast

Yet to Vote

6,018,428

39.4%

9,246,671

60.6%

Remaining

Voted

How many votes have been cast by party a liation?

Democratic

Republican

No Party A liation

Other

2,555,071

2,200,417

1,188,951

42.45%

36.56%

19.76%

73,98
1.23%

How many votes have been cast by vote method?
Early in person

Absentee / Mail-in

DEMOCRATS

1,788,277

REPUBLICANS

1,179,540

791,303

NO PARTY

766,794

1,020,877

397,648

MODELED CANDIDATE SUPPORT AMONG VOTES CAST TO-DATE
By analyzing data from the Florida Secretary of State alongside candidate support scores,
we can predictively model how many votes Biden and Trump have likely received. We
categorize supporters of each candidate by voting history.
Source: Florida Secretary of State Data | Hawkfish Biden Support Score | Hawkfish Analysis

How many votes does our model suggest each candidate has received?

Voters with unknown scores excluded from percentage
calculation

55.4%

44.6%
Modeled Trump

Modeled Biden

3,262,547

Modeled Uknown

2,626,004

129,877

50%

Not Voted

Biden

Trump

Unknown

What is the voting history of modeled Biden & Trump supporters?

BIDEN
Percent of 2020
votes cast with
scores

TRUMP
34.1%

42.5%
2018 Midterm Voters

2018 Midterm Voters

2,502,214

Votes cast by
this group in
2020

2,007,347

Consistent
Voters

4.4%

4.0%
2016 Presidential Voters

2016 Presidential Voters

233,917

258,264

4.6%

6.1%

New Registrants

New Registrants

272,151

356,897

1.9%

2.5%

Non '16/'18 Voters

Non '16/'18 Voters

145,172

112,589

Sporadic
Voters

2018 Midterm voter = last voted in 2018
Presidential voter = last voted in 2016
New registrant = registered to vote after 2016 general election

POTENTIAL VOTES NOT YET CAST
The final outcome will depend largely on voters who show up in person. We track the number
of voters from each party who have yet to vote as well as those who have not requested a
mail-in ballot. We do not expect all of them to vote; Florida’s 2016 turnout rate was 75%.
Source: Florida Secretary of State Data | Hawkfish Analysis

How many registered voters have not yet cast their vote, by party?

Democrats Yet to Vote

3,057,426

Republicans Yet to Vote

Others Yet to Vote

3,200,404

2,988,841

How many Republican and Democratic voters have not requested a mail-in ballot?
Vote by Mail Request Deadline in Florida:

Democrats

2,319,640

October 24th, 2020

Republicans

2,622,042

NPA & Other

2,431,530

*This breakdown assumes full turnout on election day. Turnout will be lower

* This report now includes Early Voting In
Person data as well as updated voter
registration data.
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The Early Vote Report and its component dashboards use both Secretary of State and Hawk sh models to arrive at estimates.
They are not projections or forecasts.
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